CAIRO

CAIRO
Beach chair

Design by Nicolas Thomkins | Item code: 016019 | Weight 16 kg /35 lbs | Volume 0,76 m³/27 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 2,80 m /3.50 yd (plain fabric only)
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Measurements

82

202

cm
inch

Collection: With its stackable design, adjustable backrest and lightweight yet remarkably sturdy construction, the
CAIRO Beach chair, by DEDON Design Studio featuring Nicolas Thomkins, is an ideal solution for contract partners.
Covered in hand-woven DEDON fiber, the chair is available in an array of colors and is perfectly complemented by the
stackable CAIRO Side table.
Beach chair: With its adjustable backrest placed fully down, the CAIRO Beach chair is easy to stack and store, making
it the perfect solution for large beach, pool and lounge areas.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Lightweight, sturdy, stackable, versatile, practical, distinctive
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

Special Features

Standard fibers

4x
083
chalk

040
bronze

092
taupe light

• This item is stackable.
• This item is available with a
hook-catching mechanism.

Cushion

Item code 2cm: 95016019 + fabric code
Item code 5cm: 95016119 + fabric code
Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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CAIRO
Side table

Design by Nicolas Thomkins | Item code: 016033 | Weight 3,4 kg / 7 lbs | Volume 0,22 m³/8 cu ft
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Measurements

67

62

cm
inch

Collection: With its stackable design, adjustable backrest and lightweight yet remarkably sturdy construction, the
CAIRO Beach chair, by DEDON Design Studio featuring Nicolas Thomkins, is an ideal solution for contract partners.
Covered in hand-woven DEDON fiber, the chair is available in an array of colors and is perfectly complemented by the
stackable CAIRO Side table.
Side table: Lightweight yet sturdy, the stackable CAIRO Side table is entirely covered in hand-woven DEDON fiber. It
arching legs echo the sinuous lines of the CAIRO Beach chair.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Lightweight, sturdy, stackable, versatile, practical, distinctive
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Special Features

Standard fibers

083
chalk

040
bronze

092
taupe light

This item is stackable.

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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